
Wunderlich R nineT »Racer«
R nineT Racer as Sports bike, Seventies style

With the launch of its R nineT Racer, BMW had created a classic sports machine entirely in the style of the Seventies. The sportiest 
member of the R nineT series which now consists of five model variants, was based on the three-piece trellis frame known from 
the Scrambler model. Due to its pillion, which can be disassembled, it is possible to build individual specials with manageable 
effort.

The R nineT Racer is equipped with a conventional set of forks and BMW‘s paralever, and runs on alloy five-spoke wheels. As 
far as the engine is concerned there are no differences between the Racer and its sister variants. The familiar powerful Boxer 
with its 110 PS has merely been adjusted to Euro 4 guidelines without major effects on the unit. The eye-catching semi-fairing 
with its narrow profile, behind which a sporty ambitious rider is comfortably seated on a humped single race-seat clutching the 
clip-ons, embodies the flair of the seventies at its best. Needless to say that matching footpegs are offered as well. All in all, 
the package seems to be a quite successful tribute to those very popular racers from the days of the oil crisis, Watergate and 
Germany’s second soccer World Cup victory. On our roads, these days, ‚The Racer‘ only appears in light white, featuring a silver 
frame. Its visual appearance is well rounded out with patterns in classic BMW-motorsport colours.

As you would expect from a seventies sports bike, ‚The Racer‘ is obviously a single seater. Anyone who can’t do without a pillion 
on his swift low level flight above John Loudon McAdams best, may order ex-works the bolted-on pillion frame, together with a 
matching dual seat and a pair of pillion foot rests.

Our vast product range for the complete R nineT family holds lots of opportunities for the R nineT-Racer. With our main focus on 
products concerning safety, ergonomics, design and luggage systems, we have all sorts of accessories to choose from. Whether 
you need a pair of stylish side bags, a sporty-looking tank bag, our swingarm license plate mount for a free rear end vision, 
or the fully adjustable paralever bar for perfect chassis tuning – any Racer friend will certainly discover just what he had been 
looking for – and maybe more...

List of recommended components: 

Item-No. Product

20350-002 »DOUBLESHOCK« drive protection pad, rear, black

25760-402 Clutch lever for »VARIOLEVER«, black

26360-003 Paralever torque arm »VARIO«, titanium

26781-102 Injection cover Set, black

27070-202 Clutch and brake reservoir cover set, black

27440-003 Safety oil filler plug, titanium

28280-201 Swingarm pivot covers, left, silver

30472-405 TT windshield, clear

31961-102 Oil cooler protection grille »EXTREME«, black

32561-002 Tank pad set 3 pieces, black

34120-002 Hub cover »TORNADO«, black

35610-002 Valve cover & cylinder protectors left + right, black

35700-102 Brake clutch »VARIOLEVER«, black

36342-202 Motogadget »mo.blaze Disc« indicator left, left, black

36342-302 Motogadget »mo.blaze Disc« indicator right, right, black

Item-No. Product

36370-002 MFW mirror stem for handlebar end, black

36390-002 MFW mirror housing RACE, Piece, black

38981-400 »RETROSPORT« licence plate holder, stainless steel

38983-002 mo.blaze pin indicator set for licence plate holder, black

42152-102 Protection Pads front wheel »DOUBLESHOCK«, front, black

44116-002 Tail conversion R nineT, incl. taillight, black

44118-102 Rider seat »AKTIVKOMFORT«, Solo, black

44200-103 REMUS Slip-on »HYPERCONE« silencer (EURO 4), titanium

44201-102 Exhaust bracket R nine T, black

44814-000 Adapter for rear closure SixDays 2, black

44851-102 Number plate R nineT, Set, black

Online-
configurator

Wunderlich Suspension shock absorber

Online-
configurator

Wunderlich Suspension Catridge
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